TSE student associations

BDE

The TSE Student Association
The TSE Student Association (Bureau des étudiants) is one of
the school’s student associations. Its aim is to establish dynamic
relationships between students in every year group, from
Bachelor’s to Master’s degrees up to PhD level.
Numerous events are programmed throughout the year: the freshers’
weekend in September, the ski weekend in January, the Barathon in February
and the highlight of the year, the Gala in March.
Between these major events, Afterwork parties are organised roughly once
a fortnight.
These activities are managed by a motivated team of bachelors and
masters students. Everyone is free to join the TSE Student
Association and to stay for as long as they wish.
The association is a patchwork of nationalities and
its committee is always made up of French and foreign
students. In fact, in the Master’s courses the majority of
students are not French speakers, therefore the events
organised by the committee are bilingual French/English.
In addition to organising nights out, the committee also
manages the creation and sale of TSE goodies (mugs,
sweatshirts, t-shirts, portable chargers, etc.)

Facebook: BDE-TSE / Instagram: @bdetse
contact.bde.tse@gmail.com

Say It Aloud
Say it aloud TSE is a student association which aims at giving students the floor. It is about
making them feel comfortable while speaking and widening the economic frame provided by
the School by addressing other themes.
Every year, the association organizes conferences on various topics
such as new methods in agriculture, secularism or bitcoin. The subjects are chosen as a team, and the same team is responsible for
organizing a timely and dynamic lecture for students (but not only!).
Say it aloud TSE also sets up public speaking workshops to make
students more comfortable so that they can develop and perfect their personal style. In addition, the association is part of
the French Federation of debate and thus, it participates in the
competition the Federation organizes every year. This is a team
training: friends of the rich and spontaneous speech, courage, words and ideas: Join Say it aloud !

Instagram : @sayitaloudtse

Junior Etudes
TSE Junior Etudes belongs to the Junior Enterprises movement, the first French student movement
gathering more than 200 Junior Enterprises. These associations put companies and students in
contact by carrying out rewarded studies.
TSE Junior Études sells its services in Macroeconomics, Environmental Economics, Industrial
Economics, and Data Analysis, which are the skills acquired at the end of the training provided
by TSE.
Within TSE Junior Études, two forms of involvement are possible:

• As an active member to participate in the management and development of the association. Each one
can invest in a specific pole: Communication, Commercial Development, Treasury, Follow-up of studies,
Audit-Quality or Office.

• As a punctual contributor on various missions, related to the fields mentioned above. The contributor
is rewarded an amount fixed at the beginning of each study. This is the perfect opportunity to put your
theoretical knowledge into practice.

Being a member of TSE Junior Etudes means participating in an ambitious project carried by a motivated
team. It is of course an asset on the CV, but it is above all an enriching experience both on a professional
and human level.

Linkedin : TSE Junior Etudes - Instagram : tse_junioretudes - https://tse-junior.com

BDS

Sports Office

This association was created with the aim of making
the students meet around sports activities. The BDS
(Bureau des Sports) offers various activities so that
everyone can exercise in a spirit of conviviality.
Every semester, a laser game outing is planned by the BDS,
a very popular event that gathers many students! In addition,
the BDS regularly organizes social events to favor friendly
interactions (table football, belote tournament...).
During the year, students will also have the opportunity to compete in a series of events during the Olympics or a remake of
Koh Lanta, events during which team spirit, fair play and good
humor are the key words. Every week, the association also sells
baskets of local and seasonal vegetables to the students.
The BDS is committed to an eco-friendly approach by completely
suppressing plastic bags! Students can now get a BDS TSE tote
bag to collect their vegetables. This events and activities are open
to the whole school community! Therefore, it is possible to meet Bachelor, Master and PhD students, but also
members of the TSE Alumni network.

Instagram: bds_tse

The TSEconomist
The TSEconomist is a magazine produced and designed
by TSE students. Students publish this magazine to help
develop its readers’ critical thinking skills and connect
researchers, TSE Alumni, and the school’s students,
bringing the TSE Community together around debates on
major social issues.
The association encourages motivated students to join to work
on various activities which precede the creation of each edition:

• write articles and conduct interviews
• cover events on campus
• collaborate in the design of the magazine
• read articles and make corrections (proof-reading)
• promote the TSEconomist
• become a member of the committee

If you wish to get involved in this project or bring new ideas to
the table, contact them!

the.tseconomist@gmail.com
www.tseconomist.com
Instagram: @tseconomist

Women in
Economics at TSE
Women in Economics at TSE is an association aimed at increasing the
representation of women and facilitating their professional integration in the field
of economics and at TSE. We offer an informal support and mentoring network
that connects women in master’s and doctoral studies with professors and
researchers.
Our association also brings together students of all genders to work towards
the inclusion of women in economics and to discuss topics related to gender
and economics. We organize a lecture series with guest speakers who present
research in gender economics to the entire TSE community.
Women in Economics is a new association and we are looking for active members
of all genders to help shape the structure and program of the association. Make
sure to follow us on Facebook or send us an email to get information about
signing up for the mentorship program and the dates of our meetings/events.

www.facebook.com/WomenEconTSE
Twitter: @WomenTSE

